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Preamble

The United States Naval Academy Alumni Association, Inc. (USNA AA) and the United States Naval Academy 
Foundation, Inc. (USNAF), referred to collectively as the “Associations,” are each independent not-for-profit 
501(c)(3) corporations associated with the United States Naval Academy.

The mission of the United States Naval Academy Alumni Association is to serve and support the United 
States, the Naval Service, the Naval Academy, and its Alumni: by furthering the highest standards at the Naval 
Academy; by seeking out, informing, encouraging and assisting outstanding, qualified young men and women 
to pursue careers as officers in the Navy and Marine Corps through the Naval Academy; and by initiating and 
sponsoring activities which will perpetuate the history, traditions, memories and growth of the Naval Academy 
and bind Alumni together in support of the highest ideals of command, citizenship and government.

The mission of the United States Naval Academy Foundation is to support, promote and advance the mission 
of the Naval Academy by working in conjunction with Academy leadership to identify strategic institutional 
priorities and by raising, managing and disbursing private gift funds that provide a margin of excellence in 
support of the nation’s premier leadership institution.

While USNA AA and USNAF are each independent not-for-profit corporations, they operate as integrated 
entities that share a common Chief Executive Officer/President and a common Treasurer/Vice President Finance & 
Administration (VPFA).  The entities also share several administrative and support functions such as Treasury, 
Human Resources, Communications and Information Technology. The common Treasury staff, as overseen by 
the Vice President Finance & Administration, manages the investments for both organizations. Independent boards 
oversee the USNA AA and USNAF: USNA AA’s Board of Trustees and USNAF’s Board of Directors. The two 
independent boards collaborated to create a Joint Investment Committee (JIC) that oversees the management of 
both entities’ investments by the Associations’ Treasury staff. While the JIC’s specific duties are outlined in its 
Charter, it is generally responsible for developing the Associations’ investment policies and overseeing the 
implementation of those policies. The JIC meets periodically with management and its investment managers to 
assess results, evaluate opportunities, approve changes and give direction to carry out the Associations’ 
investment program.

The Investment Policy Statement following serves as the cornerstone of the Associations’ investment 
program, as developed by the JIC and approved by both boards.
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Overview

I. Preface

The purpose of this document is to create an organized structure for the policies governing the investment 
programs managed on behalf of The United States Naval Academy Alumni Association, Inc. (USNA AA) and the 
United States Naval Academy Foundation, Inc. (USNAF), collectively referred to as the “Associations.” It also 
explains the basis for the policies and describes how the investment program operates. 

The attached exhibits provide detail about the specific asset allocation and investment requirements for 
investments under the Associations’ control. However, the exhibits are not a component of the Investment Policy 
Statement. These exhibits are appended to the Investment Policy Statement for administrative convenience. 
Additionally, there are separate requirements governing changes to the Investment Policy Statement and the 
allocations as spelled out in the body of this document. 

Traditionally, investment policy statements address only a non-profit’s endowment or policy portfolio and 
not any of the other investments a non-profit may hold. While the policy portfolio is the centerpiece of the 
Associations’ investment program, this Investment Policy Statement document also covers its planned giving 
investment assets and all the other stand-alone investments included on the Associations’ Statement of  
Financial Position.

II. Introduction

The investment programs of the Associations are broad and comprehensive, designed to fulfill the diverse needs 
and requirements of donors and constituents. There are three major program categories: the Core Portfolio, the 
Planned Giving Program and the Special Investments Program.

Each of these programs has distinct requirements that call for separate policies that are defined within this 
document. It is the Associations’ objective to manage these investment programs in a professional manner, 
with the care, skill and prudence of a fiduciary who is responsible for achieving stated investment goals and 
objectives, while also complying fully with all legal, accounting and regulatory requirements. Notwithstanding 
the aforementioned, the detail contained in the investment policy for each of the three programs is directly 
related to its financial significance to the Associations and the attributes of the investments in each category. For 
administrative purposes, each investment program’s investment policy is contained within a separate section.

III. Governance

The Joint Investment Committee (JIC) is the governing body responsible for the development of the Associations’ 
investment policies and for monitoring compliance of the investment programs listed within this policy 
document.  At least annually, the JIC shall review this policy document to ensure that the policies contained 
herein remain appropriate.

It is the responsibility of the Associations’ Vice President Finance & Administration (VPFA), acting on behalf of the 
JIC, to supervise the investment programs on a day-to-day basis, to monitor compliance of the investment 
programs within this policy, to report quarterly to the JIC on the status of the investment programs and to 
recommend policy changes to the JIC.
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IV. Resources

The JIC may appoint consultants, advisors, registered investment managers, banks, brokers, custodians or other 
financial service providers to support the JIC and the VPFA in the development, implementation and 
monitoring of these investment programs.

The VPFA will work with each resource organization to establish reporting requirements that meet the VPFA’s 
need for monitoring each investment program and for periodic reporting to the JIC.

INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT
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Overview 

With the exception of planned giving assets and some other stand-alone investments, the Associations have 
pooled the majority of their investment dollars together to invest on a consolidated basis in what is known as 
the Core Portfolio. The money invested in the Core Portfolio represents a majority of all the restricted assets, 
including both the endowment and temporarily restricted monies, as well as the Associations’ operating 
investments (unrestricted assets). The underlying assets of the Core Portfolio are held within a number of separate 
accounts for the Alumni Association, Foundation Development, and Foundation Athletic and Scholarship 
programs. Each entity is accounted for separately in the general ledger.

The Associations have elected to use an investment management firm (the “Investment Manager”) to manage the 
assets within the Core Portfolio. This decision was based on several factors including the belief that the success 
of an investment portfolio requires the full-time attention of the industry’s best investment managers, who have 
the skill and expertise necessary to manage investments under all market conditions. The JIC is made up of 
volunteers who meet periodically and who are not in a position to devote themselves full-time to management 
of the Associations’ investments. The Associations’ full-time staff is not sufficient in size, nor does it have the 
required investment management experience and skill needed to prudently diversify the portfolio. Additionally, 
the size of the Core Portfolio when divided into diversified asset classes limits the Associations’ ability to access 
the best investment managers, who specialize in the management of various asset classes. By working with 
an Investment Manager to pool the Associations’ assets with similar assets of the Manager’s other clients, the 
Associations gain access to a diverse team of full-time investment managers who have the requisite knowledge 
and experience to more successfully manage the Associations’ assets. Lastly, by allowing the Investment Manager 
to take on the day-to-day responsibilities of managing the portfolio, the JIC can devote its time and energy to 
high-level strategic policy decisions as required by the Associations’ boards. 

I. Key Boundary Conditions

A. Cash Flow Requirements and Spending Policy.  Core Portfolio spending is based on the total returns 
(realized and unrealized) earned by these assets. 

Based on the standards of care and prudence called for by the Maryland Uniform Prudent Management of 
Institutional Funds Act, the Joint Finance and Audit Committee has established a spending policy for the 
endowed assets as outlined in the Associations’ “Management of Endowment and Other Funds” policy. For 
operating assets, the Treasury staff develops operating cash flow budgets using a total return spending 
methodology.

CORE PORTFOLIO
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B. Return Objective. The Associations’ return objective is to preserve the purchasing power of its Core Portfolio 
over time. This requires an investment return equal to the rate of inflation (as measured by the Consumer 
Price Index), plus all costs and spending from the portfolio.

C. Risk Parameters. The Associations are prepared to incur risks consistent with the pursuit of the return 
objectives set forth above. Risk will be measured based on both an absolute and a relative basis. Absolute 
metrics, as shown in Exhibit 1, relate to declines in the inflation-adjusted market value of the portfolio. On 
a relative basis, the portfolio will be measured against appropriate indices and portfolios of similar size and 
composition.

D. Measurement Periods. The Associations have adopted rolling five-year periods to assess portfolio results. The 
five-year period is intended as a floor but not a ceiling.

II. Investment Portfolio

A. Purposes. The Associations’ Policy Portfolio is the long-term target asset allocation for the Core Portfolio. 
The Policy Portfolio, as developed by our Investment Manager and approved by the JIC, represents an  
asset mix likely to satisfy the objectives and risk parameters set forth above. The Policy Portfolio also 
represents one of several standards by which to measure progress towards achievement of the Core 
Portfolio’s objectives set forth above.

 The JIC recognizes that the Core Portfolio’s actual returns could lag the Policy Portfolio’s returns over any 
interim measurement period for at least three reasons:

1. The Policy Portfolio contains a substantial weighting of investments that are funded over a period of 
time, and consequently they are fairly illiquid and the majority of the return occurs at the end of the 
investment period.

2. The Investment Manager, with the knowledge of the JIC, has discretion to shift funds across asset 
class boundaries (within the minimum and maximum limits) to enhance returns or reduce risks. When 
exercising such discretion, the Investment Manager and the JIC recognize the difficulty of making timely 
shifts across asset class boundaries. Accordingly, the JIC and the Investment Manager refrain from 
making frequent shifts other than for rebalancing purposes.

3. The Investment Manager has the discretion within its commingled investment vehicles to deploy the 
capital allocated to each asset class into managers and holdings other than those whose evolving returns 
precisely mimic each asset class’s benchmark. When exercising such discretion, the Investment Manager’s 
decisions are guided by the approved prospectuses and operating memorandum of the applicable 
commingled investment vehicles.

B. Process. Exhibit 1 sets forth the Policy Portfolio representing the long-term target allocation for the Core 
Portfolio. The Policy Portfolio was established initially and is revised periodically based on research and 
discussion involving JIC members, staff, the Investment Manager and others, as deemed necessary. Such 
discussion focuses on the Associations’ liquidity needs and perceived risk tolerance, as well as the projected 
behavior of asset classes and strategies deemed worthy of consideration for the Associations’ potential use. 
The return objectives and benchmarks for each asset class are based on an analysis of capital market history, 
adjusted for valuations and economic conditions at the time this statement was last revised.

CORE PORTFOLIO
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C. Tactical Asset Allocation. As described in the Purposes section, the Policy Portfolio represents the asset mix 
likely to satisfy the Associations’ long-term investment objectives for the Core Portfolio. This asset mix  
represents policy norms that are strategic in nature. The JIC has approved a target range for each of these 
asset classes that:

1. Recognizes various asset classes may be under- and over-weighted due to the time it takes to become 
fully invested in some asset classes. 

2. Allows the Associations’ Investment Manager to deliberately over- and under-weight the Core Portfolio’s 
asset classes when it concludes an asset class represents either an excess return opportunity or presents 
too much incremental risk.

D. Return Expectations. Our return expectations consist of the estimated future real rates of returns of the 
individual asset classes as well as the excess return or alpha we expect based on the active activities of the 
underlying managers and the Investment Manager. The real return expectations and benchmarks for the 
Core Portfolio are set forth in Exhibit 1.

E. Investment Vehicles1. Individual or commingled investment vehicles may be used and asset class exposure 
may be achieved via multi-asset or multi-strategy commingled investment vehicles. The Investment Manager 
is responsible for recommending appropriate investment vehicles based on achieving the Associations’ 
investment objectives. The JIC has the responsibility and authority to select and approve investment vehicles.

Any commingled investment vehicles used by the Associations will conform to the following guidelines:

1. The commingled investment vehicles will be directed by one or more experienced investment managers.

2. The commingled investment vehicles shall be, in the reasonable opinion of both the Investment 
Manager and the JIC, suitable for the Associations and reasonably likely in combination with the 
other investments in the portfolio to achieve the Associations’ Return Objective as set forth in the Key 
Boundary Conditions.

3. The commingled investment vehicles employed by the Associations may be marketable or illiquid.  
Marketable commingled investment vehicles may invest in illiquid securities; however, the vehicle itself 
shall provide liquidity consistent with the Associations’ liquidity needs.

F. Benchmarks. As a means of promoting regular and rigorous consideration of 1) the Core Portfolio’s progress 
toward achieving its long-term objectives and 2) investment opportunities and perils confronting the 
Associations, the Investment Manager shall propose, and the JIC shall approve, relevant benchmarks for the 
Core Portfolio.

G. Leverage. The Associations will not borrow money for the sole purpose of enhancing returns. However, there 
may be commingled investment vehicles utilized by the Associations that utilize borrowing to enhance their 
performance and that invest with investment managers that utilize leverage.

CORE PORTFOLIO

1 In 2002 and 2004 the Associations, under the cognizance of the Core Portfolio investment management firm in place at the time and with the 
approval of the JIC, made Core Portfolio investments in Hirtle Callaghan Private Equity III and IV limited partnerships respectively.  These 
partnerships have fifteen-year lives.  
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H. Derivatives. The Associations do not intend to routinely invest directly in derivatives but may do so when 
deemed advisable to mitigate risk to the Core Portfolio. However, the commingled investment vehicles 
utilized by the Associations may routinely employ derivatives or use investment managers that routinely  
use derivatives.

I. Rebalancing. The Investment Manager may tilt the Core Portfolio away from the point targets as long as 
it stays within the upper and lower bounds approved by the JIC for each asset class. Should the weighting 
of an asset class exceed the target range, the Investment Manager shall either 1) rebalance the portfolio to 
within the target range or 2) seek approval from the JIC to adjust the target range.

III. Implementation

A. Responsibilities.

1. Joint Investment Committee. The JIC is responsible for overseeing that the Investment Manager and  
Associations’ staff fulfill their responsibilities as outlined below. The JIC also is responsible to the boards 
of the Associations for investment oversight as spelled out in the JIC Charter, which is contained within 
the Board of Trustees Operating Manual.

2. Investment Manager. The Associations and the Investment Manager have entered into a contract for 
investment advisory, investment management and asset allocation services. While the contract provides 
the legally binding terms and conditions of the services, in the course of carrying out these services the 
Associations expect the Investment Manager to: 

a. Discuss the Associations’ investment needs and requirements with the JIC and  
Associations’ staff.

b. Develop and recommend portfolio allocations.

c. Implement portfolio allocations.

d. Provide statements on the assets under management.

e. Provide performance reports.

f. Keep the Associations’ staff and the JIC apprised of information relevant to the  
Associations’ portfolios.

g. Provide the JIC and staff with a quarterly report on the Core Portfolio.

CORE PORTFOLIO
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3. Staff. The Associations’ staff, as overseen by the VPFA, is responsible for:

a. Day-to-day interactions and oversight of the Investment Manager.

b. Implementing any decisions made by the JIC.

c. Keeping the JIC apprised of important Core Portfolio information.

d. Reconciling and recording Core Portfolio return information on the books of the Associations. 

B. Procedures.

For clarity, the following procedural policies are spelled out:

1. Core Portfolio Investment Policy. All revisions to the Core Portfolio investment policy will be approved 
by the JIC and presented to both boards for final approval.

2. Core Portfolio Asset Allocation Targets and Limits. Any revisions to the Core Portfolio asset allocation 
targets and maximum and minimum limits, as shown in Exhibit 1, must be approved by the JIC prior to 
their implementation.
If the need arises to establish additional investment accounts and set their associated asset allocations 
between regularly scheduled JIC meetings, The VPFA shall consult with the Chairman of the JIC. The 
Chairman has the discretion to approve the changes or put them before the entire JIC. Any changes the 
Chairman approves will be reported to the JIC at the next regularly scheduled meeting.

3. Core Portfolio Investments and Commitments. The Investment Manager may recommend new 
investment vehicles and commitments to the Associations’ staff between regularly scheduled JIC 
meetings. The VPFA may approve these recommendations as along as they meet the requirements of the 
Core Portfolio investment policy and fall within the limits of the asset allocation approved by
the JIC. The VPFA will ensure the JIC is briefed on any changes at the next regularly scheduled meeting. 
Any recommendations that fall outside these requirements must be approved by the JIC before their 
implementation. 

CORE PORTFOLIO
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Overview

The Planned Giving Program is designed to provide donors with an effective vehicle to contribute funds to the 
Associations today, while at the same time preserving their ability to continue to earn income from the funds. The 
types of planned gifts covered by this policy are charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts, charitable 
lead trusts and a pooled income fund. Each of these planned gifts has different legal requirements and donor/ 
beneficiary requirements that need to be satisfied. The cash flow requirements, return expectations and risk 
parameters of each planned gift are unique, and each has its own asset allocation strategy that is established to 
meet the individual requirements of that gift. Therefore, this policy document covers only the elements that are 
considered at the time each gift is established.

Since the donors and/or their beneficiaries retain an interest in the contributed funds, the Planned Giving Program 
requires significant administrative operations to account properly for each donor’s interest. The Associations have 
elected to outsource the administration of the Planned Giving Program to a Planned Giving Provider firm with 
the full breadth of administration and investment skills needed to provide all the essential services these types of 
gifts require.

I. Key Boundary Conditions

A. Cash Flow Requirements. The cash flow requirements for each type of planned gift are outlined below:

1. Charitable Gift Annuity (CGA). CGAs require the Associations to pay one or two beneficiaries a
stated annuity payment for life. The annuity payments for the CGAs issued by the Associations are
based on the gift annuity rates established by the American Council on Gift Annuities (ACGA). The
ACGA’s annuity rates, under their assumptions, are set so that the charity receives approximately
fifty percent of the entire original gift at the end of the contract.

2. Charitable Remainder Trust (CRT). CRTs require an annual payout from the trust to the
non-charitable beneficiary based on the payout rate stated in the trust documents. The Internal
Revenue Code requires the payout to be between five and fifty percent. Understanding that
achieving consistent real returns higher than five percent is difficult, the Associations strive to
keep the CRT rate close to five percent. However, depending on the age of the beneficiaries, the
Associations may agree to a higher rate (e.g., CRT established for a substantially older beneficiary
with a short life expectancy).

3. Charitable Lead Trust (CLT). CLTs, like CRTs, require an annual payout from the trust based
on the payout rate stated in the trust documents. However, this annual payout is paid to the
Associations as opposed to the non-charitable beneficiary, who receives the remaining principal
at the expiration of the trust agreement. The Internal Revenue Code requires the payout to
be between five and fifty percent. The rate is dependent on the non-charitable beneficiary’s
remainder expectations.

4. Pooled Income Fund (PIF). A PIF is best described as a “charitable mutual fund,” where gifts are
pooled and invested together. Each donor receives “units” in the pooled fund according to their
share of the fund. Instead of receiving a fixed percentage or dollar amount payment, the associated
beneficiary receives their pro-rata portion of the income earned by the fund. Therefore, the fund is
invested in a manner that is most likely to generate some current income.

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
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B. Return Objective. In most cases, the Associations’ return objective is to preserve the purchasing power
of each of its Planned Giving Portfolios over time. However, in those cases where the payout rate of a
legacy planned gift is above the Associations’ predicted return rates, the Associations’ objective is to
achieve the predicted rates.

C. Risk Parameters. The Associations are prepared to incur risks that are consistent with their pursuit of the
return objectives set forth above, subject to any donor/beneficiary concerns documented at the inception
of the gift.

D. Measurement Periods. The Associations have adopted rolling five-year periods to assess portfolio results.
The five-year period is intended as a floor but not a ceiling.

II. Planned Giving Portfolios

A. Purposes. The Associations’ Planned Giving Portfolios, as developed by our Planned Giving Provider 
firm in consultation with the VPFA and approved by the JIC, represent an asset mix likely to satisfy the 
objectives and risk parameters set forth above. Because each Planned Giving Portfolio includes 
benchmarks, it constitutes an appropriate standard by which to measure progress toward achievement 
of the objectives set forth above.
The JIC recognizes that the Associations’ actual returns could lag each Planned Giving Portfolio’s 
returns over any interim measurement period for at least two reasons:

1. The Planned Giving Provider firm, with the knowledge of the JIC, has discretion to shift funds 
across asset class boundaries (within the minimum and maximum limits) to enhance returns or 
reduce risks. When exercising such discretion, the Planned Giving Provider firm and the JIC 
recognize the difficulty of making timely shifts across asset class boundaries. Accordingly, the
JIC and the Planned Giving Provider firm refrain from making frequent shifts other than for 
rebalancing purposes.

2. The Planned Giving Provider firm has the discretion within some of its commingled investment 
vehicles to deploy the capital allocated to each asset class into managers and holdings other than 
those whose evolving returns precisely mimic each asset class’s benchmark. When exercising such 
discretion, the Planned Giving Provider firm’s decisions are guided by the approved prospectuses of 
the applicable investment vehicles.

B. Process. The Associations’ Planned Giving Portfolios, set forth in Exhibit 2, were established initially 
and are revised periodically based on research and discussion involving JIC members, staff, the Planned 
Giving Provider firm and others as deemed necessary. The Growth, Balanced and Conservative 
portfolios were created for three reasons:

1. To provide a standard set of portfolios that covers a range of investment objectives.

2. To simplify the Associations’ ability to administer the Planned Giving Program investments as well 
as measure the performance of the portfolios and the program.

3. To simplify the marketing of planned gifts to potential donors. 

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
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The investments for California annuities are set to meet specific regulatory requirements as explained 
below.

The selection of the appropriate Planned Giving Portfolio for each new account takes into consideration 
the specific requirements of that account. In general, the following three important factors in descending 
order of importance are considered: 

1. Regulatory investment requirements.

2. Aggregate age and payout requirements.

3. Portfolio manager discretion taking into consideration the need to balance current income and
capital appreciation potential in the account.

Furthermore, asset allocations for individual accounts will be reviewed on an annual basis so changes 
in donor age, income needs and the balancing of current income and capital appreciation potential is 
appropriately targeted.

Because CGAs are state-regulated entities, the administration and investment of these funds must 
comply with the investment standards of the registered states. At the time of the drafting of this policy, 
the State of California’s Insurance Code sections 11520-11524 provided specific requirements that 
the Associations were implementing for their California annuities. The specific requirements are too 
numerous to detail here, but a summary of three key requirements follows:

1. California annuities must be maintained in a legally and physically segregated trust account.

2. A “reserve” amount of the face value of the annuities must be invested in very secure obligations as
specifically defined in Sections 1170-1182 of the California Insurance Code.

3. Any distributions from the trust account beyond the normal beneficiary payments or the final
distribution at the end of CGA contract must be approved by the Board of Directors.

The return objectives and benchmarks for the Planned Giving Portfolios are based on an analysis of 
capital market history, adjusted for valuations and economic conditions at the time this statement of 
policies was last revised.

C. Tactical Asset Allocation. As described in the Purposes section, the Planned Giving Portfolios represent
the asset mixes likely to satisfy the Associations’ long-term investment objectives for the Planned Giving
Portfolios. These asset mixes represent policy norms that are strategic in nature. The JIC has approved
a target range for each of the asset classes that allow the Associations’ Planned Giving Provider firm to
deliberately over- and under-weight the asset classes when it concludes an asset class represents either an
excess return opportunity or presents too much incremental risk.

D. Investment Vehicles. The assets in each asset class will be invested in individual securities, separately
managed accounts or commingled investment vehicles. The Planned Giving Provider firm is responsible
for recommending the investment vehicles for each asset class. The recommended investment vehicles
shall meet all regulatory requirements specific to that account and be appropriate to achieving the

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
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Associations’ investment objectives. The JIC has the responsibility and authority to select and approve 
investment vehicles.

Any commingled investment vehicles employed by the Associations will conform to the 
following guidelines:

1. The commingled investment vehicles will be directed by one or more experienced investment
managers.

2. The commingled investment vehicles shall be, in the reasonable opinion of both the Planned
Giving Provider firm and the JIC, suitable for planned gifts such as those held by the Associations
and reasonably likely to achieve the return objectives for each planned gift.

3. The commingled investment vehicles employed by the Associations for their Planned Giving
Portfolios must be marketable commingled investment vehicles. Marketable commingled investment
vehicles may invest in illiquid securities; however, the vehicle itself shall provide liquidity consistent
with the liquidity needs of the Associations’ Planned Giving Portfolios.

E. Benchmarks. As a means of promoting regular and rigorous consideration of 1) the progress of
each Planned Giving Portfolio toward the achievement of its long-term objectives and 2) investment
opportunities and perils confronting the Associations, the Planned Giving Provider firm shall propose
and the JIC shall approve a relevant benchmark for assessing the performance of each Planned Giving
Portfolio.

F. Leverage. The Associations will not borrow money solely to enhance returns. However, there may be
commingled investment vehicles utilized by the Associations that utilize borrowing to enhance their
performance and that invest with investment managers that utilize leverage.

G. Derivatives. The Associations will not invest directly in derivatives. However, there may be commingled
investment vehicles utilized by the Associations that employ derivatives or use investment managers
that use derivatives.

H. Rebalancing. The Planned Giving Provider firm may tilt any of the Planned Giving Portfolios away from
their targets as long as the allocation remains within the upper and lower bounds approved by the JIC
for each asset class and within any applicable regulatory limits. Should the weighting of an asset class
exceed the target range, the Planned Giving Provider firm shall either 1) rebalance the portfolio to within
the target range or 2) seek approval from the JIC to adjust the target range.

III. Implementation

A. Responsibilities.

1. Joint Investment Committee. The JIC is responsible for overseeing that the Planned Giving
Provider firm and the Associations’ staff fulfill their responsibilities as outlined below. The JIC also
is responsible to the boards of the Associations for investment oversight as spelled out in the JIC
Charter, which is contained within the Board of Trustees Operating Manual.

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
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2. Planned Giving Provider Firm. The Associations and the Planned Giving Provider firm have entered
into an agreement to manage the planned giving assets. While the agreement provides the legally
binding terms and conditions of the services to be provided, in the course of carrying out these
services the Associations expect the Planned Giving Provider firm to:

a. Discuss the Associations’ planned giving investment needs and requirements with the JIC and
Associations’ staff.

b. Develop and recommend Planned Giving Portfolios.

c. Implement Planned Giving Portfolios.

d. Recommend appropriate investment vehicles.

e. Produce statements on the Planned Giving Portfolios.

f. Provide performance reports.

g. Keep the Associations’ staff and the JIC apprised of information relevant to the Planned Giving
Portfolios.

h. Provide the Associations’ staff and the JIC with a quarterly report on the Planned
Giving Portfolios.

3. Staff. The Associations’ staff, as overseen by the VPFA, is responsible for:

a. Day-to-day interactions and oversight of the Planned Giving Provider firm.

b. Implementing any decisions made by the JIC.

c. Keeping the JIC apprised of important Planned Giving Program information.

b. Reconciling and recording Planned Giving Program activity on the books of the Associations.

B. Procedures. For clarity, the following procedural policies are spelled out:

1. Planned Giving Program Investment Policy. All revisions to the Planned Giving Program investment 
policy will be approved by the JIC and presented to both boards for final approval.

2. Planned Giving Portfolio Asset Allocation Targets and Limits. Any revisions to the existing Planned 
Giving Portfolio asset allocation targets and maximum and minimum limits, as shown in Exhibit 2, 
must be approved by the JIC prior to their implementation.
Because the JIC meets periodically (normally four times a year) and new planned gifts may arrive on 
any business day throughout the year, it is the responsibility of the Associations’ VPFA, in 
consultation with the Planned Giving Provider firm, to select the appropriate Planned Giving 
Portfolio for each new gift. The VPFA shall follow these guidelines:

a. New non-California CGAs – shall be invested in the existing CGA portfolio accounts.

b. New California CGAs – shall be invested in the existing CA CGA portfolio accounts.

c. New Pooled Income Fund gifts – shall be invested in the existing Pooled Income Fund accounts. 

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
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d. New CRT or CLT gifts – shall be invested in the appropriate Planned Giving Portfolio as
determined by the VPFA, based on recommendations from the Associations’ staff and
Planned Giving Provider firm and considering the key boundary conditions and investment
portfolio requirements stated above. The implementation of this portfolio will be reported to
the JIC at its next regularly scheduled meeting.

3. Planned Giving Portfolio Investments and Commitments. The Planned Giving Provider firm may
recommend new investment vehicles and commitments to the staff between regularly scheduled JIC
meetings. The VPFA may approve these recommendations as long as they meet the requirements of
the Planned Giving Program investment policy and fall within the limits of the asset allocations
approved by the JIC. The VPFA will ensure the JIC is briefed on any changes at the next regularly
scheduled meeting. Any recommendations that fall outside these requirements must be approved by 
the JIC before their implementation.

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
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Overview

Investments in the Special Investments Program are “special” for two reasons: 1) these are investments that 
have requirements that make them inappropriate for inclusion in either the Core Portfolio or Planned Giving 
Program and 2) in some cases, the investment cannot be liquidated or commingled with other investment assets. 
Beyond the initial decisions to enter into these special investments, some investments allow for greater investment 
discretion by the Associations, and some do not. 

I. Special Investments Portfolio

The Special Investments Portfolio is composed of a number of individual and unrelated portfolios. As of the 
Investment Policy Statement’s adoption date, the Special Investments Portfolio includes the following  
portfolios/accounts:

• Haerlin Memorial Account

• Legacy Foundation Account

• Associations Short Term Accounts

• Class Savings Accounts

• Associations Brokerage Accounts

• Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan Accounts

• Executive Severance Accounts

• Charitable Life Insurance Policies

• California Real Estate Limited Partnerships

• Private Company Stock

• Midshipman Investment Club Account

The Associations may add or delete investments within the Special Investments Portfolio after the Investment 
Policy Statement’s adoption date. Adding or deleting investments within the Special Investments Portfolio is not 
considered a change requiring a rewrite and re-approval of the Investment Policy Statement. However, any  
added or deleted investments within the Special Investments Portfolio will be noted in an attachment to the 
Investment Policy Statement and will be reflected in the body of the document when it is rewritten for more 
substantive reasons.

The Haerlin and Legacy Foundation accounts require securities level solutions and therefore will 
be managed by an investment securities firm approved by the JIC and supervised by the VPFA. It will be the 
responsibility of the investment securities firm to recommend an asset allocation strategy for each account and to 
recommend investment guidelines for each account.

18 « INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT
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A. Haerlin Memorial Account. The Haerlin Memorial Account holds the invested assets of the Fred and
Valerie Haerlin Endowment Fund. This endowment was established via a bequest to the USNAF from
the estate of Valerie J. Haerlin in 1997. The endowment fund is intended to support tuition scholarships
for Naval Academy candidates enrolled at USNAF preparatory schools. Relevant provisions of the
endowment fund agreement are the following:

1. On the first business day of each year, the USNAF is to distribute seven percent of the net fair
market value of the fund’s assets.

2. The USNAF must manage the fund in a separate account without commingling or involving it with
other funds, endowments or pooled accounts maintained or managed by the USNAF.

3. The agreement does not provide any investment restrictions other than the segregation requirement
of item 2.

4. Per the agreement, the purpose and objective of this fund is to increase its total fair market value in
future years in a manner that will result in greater annual distributions than those of a plan that is
limited to net income distributions. The USNAF is to take this into consideration when choosing
investment strategies.

5. The USNAF may distribute principal of this fund in excess of the annual seven percent distribution

if, in the USNAF’s reasonable determination, severe circumstances exist that threaten or jeopardize

the continued work of the USNAF in its continuing scholastic support for USNA candidates. Based 
on the growth objective and high payout, the asset allocation of the Haerlin Memorial Account, as set forth 
in Exhibit 3, consists of a diversified mix of equities and fixed income assets.

B. Legacy Foundation Account. The Legacy Foundation Account was formerly the main investment account of 
the USNAF before it merged with the Endowment Trust to form the merged USNAF
(December 1999). This account was managed by a local manager who performed well and formed a strong bond 
with the USNAF. While that particular manager has retired, the account continues to be managed by his 
successors at the firm. This firm continues to provide good investment performance and is a local resource that 
the Associations rely on for assistance. The investment assets held in this account are restricted funds and 
unrestricted funds. Because the assets in this account are similar to those in the Core Portfolio, this account has 
an asset allocation, as set forth in Exhibit 3, which is oriented towards growth. Additionally, the permanently 
restricted funds in this account are subject to the spending policy detailed within the Associations’ “Management 
of Endowment and Other Funds” policy.

C. Associations Short Term Accounts. Funds in the Short Term Accounts are 1) assets the Associations anticipate 
using in a short period of time or 2) assets the Associations believe should be exposed to limited market volatility. 
The investment objective for these accounts is to maximize current income while minimizing price volatility. 
Based on this investment objective, the portfolio is invested in high quality instruments as shown in Exhibit 3.

SPECIAL INVESTMENTS PROGRAM
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D. Class Savings Account.  The USNA AA offers each of the Naval Academy classes the opportunity to
establish a Class Savings Account. The Class Savings Accounts provide the classes a means of collecting and 
disbursing funds for class activities (e.g., class reunions). Since each class always has immediate access to its class 
savings account funds, the USNA AA has established a policy of investing such assets in investment vehicles that offer 
immediate liquidity, with minimal market exposure. The asset allocation for the Class Savings Accounts is set forth in 
Exhibit 3.

E. Associations Brokerage Accounts. The Associations maintain brokerage accounts for the USNA AA and 
USNAF (Development and Athletic & Scholarship) to facilitate the receipt of securities donations. It is the 
Associations’ policy to sell any security it receives as a donation and transfer the sale proceeds to its other investment 
accounts as appropriate based on the intent of the donation. In essence, these accounts serve as pass through accounts 
and require no asset allocation policy. In rare instances,
based on discussions between the donor and the Associations’ VPFA, the Associations may not sell a donation 
immediately. 

F.  Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan Accounts (SERPs). The Associations have established investment 
accounts for certain senior executives to hold funds associated with Internal Revenue Code Section 457(b) and 457(f) 
plans.  These plans are defined contribution type plans.  The Associations’ own and make defined contributions to the 
accounts in accordance with board approved compensation packages.  Per the plans, the participants may select the 
investments held within the accounts.

G. Executive Severance Accounts. The Associations have established, in accordance with Internal Revenue Code 
Section 457(e)(11), executive severance plans for certain senior employees. The funds contributed to these plans are 
held in investment accounts established by the Associations. The Associations select the investment firm that will hold 
the investment accounts. The applicable senior employees have control over the allocation and selection of investments 
in these accounts.

H. Charitable Life Insurance Policies. USNAA and USNAF are the owners and beneficies of permanent life 
insurance policies established on the lives of donors. It is the Associations’ discretion to decide whether to hold these 
policies until the life insurance pays out or cash them in for any existing cash value.

I. California Real Estate Limited Partnerships.  In June 2007, the Alumni Association accepted limited partnership 
interests in six real estate limited partnerships in Southern California as an estate gift.
The same general partner manages all the partnerships and all have been in existence for several years. No new capital 
commitments are required to be made.  One of the partnerships terminated in 2010. All the remaining partnerships are 
apartment buildings.  The partnerships are governed by partnership agreements.  The general partner and/or the other 
limited partners have the right of first refusal when any limited partner attempts to sell their interest in any of the 
partnerships.  The partnerships periodically distribute income earned from operating the properties.

J. Private Company Stock.  In December 2014, USNAF accepted a donation of 10,000 shares of common stock in a 
private Bermuda based international educational company that was founded in 2005.

K. Midshipman Investment Club.  At its May 2015 meeting, the JIC approved putting $25k of the Associations 
unrestricted investment assets in a separate brokerage account. The assets in the account are to be managed by the 
members of the USNA Midshipman Investment Club per the guidelines established by the JIC and the midshipman 
developed IPS for the account. The assets in the account at all times remain assets of the Associations.

SPECIAL INVESTMENTS PROGRAM
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II. Implementation

A. Responsibilities.

1. Joint Investment Committee. The JIC is responsible for overseeing that the investment managers for
the Special Investments Program and the Associations’ staff fulfill their responsibilities as outlined
below. The JIC also is responsible to the boards of the Associations for investment oversight as spelled
out in the JIC Charter, which is contained within the Board of Trustees Operating Manual.

2. Investment Management Firms. The responsibilities of the investment management firms will depend
upon the type of account and will be governed by the terms and conditions of the applicable account
application, contract or agreement.

3. Staff. The Associations’ staff as overseen by the VPFA is responsible for:

a. Day-to-day interactions and oversight of any of the Special Investments Program managers.

b. Implementing any decisions made by the JIC.

c. Keeping the JIC apprised of important Special Investments Program information.

d. Reconciling and recording Special Investments Program activity on the books of
the Associations.

B. Procedures. For clarity, the following procedural policies are spelled out:

1. Special Investments Program Investment Policy. All revisions to the Special Investments Program
investment policy will be approved by the JIC and presented to both boards for final approval.

2. Special Investments Portfolio Asset Allocation Targets and Limits. Any revisions to any of the Special
Investments Program asset allocation targets and maximum and minimum limits, as shown in Exhibit
3, must be approved by the JIC prior to their implementation.
Between regularly scheduled JIC meetings, the Associations’ VPFA has the authority to establish a new
Special Investments account (e.g., a new endowed gift that stipulates its assets may not be
commingled) and determine its asset allocation based upon the requirements of the particular account.
The implementation of this account will be reported to the JIC at its next regularly scheduled meeting.
An account description will be listed in an attachment to the Investment Policy Statement until the
next rewrite of the policy. At that time, it will be added to the body of the Investment Policy Statement
document.

3. Special Investments Portfolio Investments and Commitments. The investment management firms may
recommend new investment vehicles and commitments to the staff between regularly scheduled JIC
meetings. The VPFA may approve these recommendations as along as they meet the requirements of
the Special Investments Program investment policy and fall within the limits of the asset allocation
approved by the JIC. The VPFA will ensure the JIC is briefed on any substantive changes at the next
regularly scheduled meeting. Any recommendations that fall outside these requirements must be
approved by the JIC before their implementation.

4. Rebalancing. Staff will work with investment managers to rebalance portfolio asset allocations as
necessary.

SPECIAL INVESTMENTS PROGRAM
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ADOPTION AND APPROVAL OF INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT

ADOPTED by the Joint Investment Committee on 2/13/2018 ; APPROVED by the Board of Directors, United States 
Naval Academy Foundation, Inc. on 4/13/2018; and APPROVED by the Board of Trustees, The United States Naval 
Academy Alumni Association, Inc. on 5/11/2018.
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Special Investments Program Investment Policy Attachment

This attachment describes investments added or deleted from the Special Investments Program after the 
Investment Policy Statement adoption date. These changes will be incorporated into the Investment Policy 
Statement at the next publication. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

SPECIAL INVESTMENTS PROGRAM ATTACHMENT

1 «  SPECIAL INVESTMENTS PROGRAM INVESTMENT POLICY ATTACHMENT
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1Standard deviation measures the degree to which returns vary from the mean return.
2Probability of Real 20% Decline from Starting Value are measured within a 20 year time horizon. 
3These return and risk figures are estimates based upon historical data, assumed correlations and Monte Carlo simulation techniques. They do not 
represent actual performance data for the portfolio or any of the investment vehicles.  They are provided solely for comparative purposes.

EXHIBITS

1 «  EXHIBIT 1

Exhibit 1 – Associations’ Core Portfolio

Policy Portfolio Allocation

  Return Objective

The objective of the Association’s Core Portfolio is to produce a real return of 5%. The combination of
assets listed below and the alpha generated through active management are expected to enable the portfolio
to achieve the return objective over the long term.

  Category Min Target Max Benchmark

   Equity Oriented Assets 40% 53% 70% MSCI All Country World Index 
with Private Investments 0% 20% 30%

   Diversifying Strategies 15% 32% 35% Merrill Lynch Factor Model

   Fixed Income 5% 15% 30% 2/3 Barclays US Intermediate Treasury 
Index and 1/3 BofA Merrill Lynch US 6- 
Mo. Treasury Bill Index

   Total 100%

Policy Portfolio Risk Statistics  
Risk Statistics Percentage 

Standard Deviation1 3

Probability of Real 20% Decline From Starting Value2 3

11.2%
11.0%
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EXHIBITS

2 «  EXHIBIT 1

Exhibit 1 – Associations’ Core Portfolio continued

Policy Portfolio Asset Class return assumptions

Asset Segment Real Return

Equity-Oriented Assets 5.0%

Diversifying Strategies 1.2%

Nominal Treasuries 0.0%

Cash -1.0%
Equity Liquid Alpha 1.3%

Diversifier Alpha 

2.0%

PI Alpha 5.0%

Core Portfolio exhibit approved by the Joint Investment Committee on ___5/2/17____
Date

1Real return expectations are as of December 31, 2016. 
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EXHIBITS

1 «  EXHIBIT 2

Exhibit 2 – Associations’ Planned Giving Program

USNA AA/F Main CGA Portfolios

  Asset Class Min Target Max
Global Public Equity 50% 60% 70%
Core Fixed Income 30% 40% 50%
High Yield 0% 0% 15%
Total 100% 

Benchmark: 60% MSCI ACWI, 40% Barclays Aggregate

USNA AA/F Supplemental CGA Portfolios 

  Asset Class Min Target Max 

Cash or Cash Equivalents 100% 100% 100%
Total 100% 

Growth Portfolio

  Asset Class Min Target Max

Global Public Equity 60% 70% 80%

Core Fixed Income 20% 30% 40%

High Yield 0% 0% 10%

Total 100% 

Benchmark: 70% MSCI ACWI, 30% Barclays Aggregate

Balanced Portfolio

  Asset Class Min Target Max

Global Public Equity 50% 60% 70%

Core Fixed Income 30% 40% 50%

High Yield 0% 0% 15%

Total 100% 

Benchmark: 60% MSCI ACWI, 40% Barclays Aggregate
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Conservative Portfolio

  Asset Class Min Target Max

Global Public Equity 40% 50% 60%

Core Fixed Income 40% 50% 60%

High Yield 0% 0% 15%

Total 100% 

Benchmark: 50% MSCI ACWI, 50% Barclays Aggregate

USNA AA CA CGA Portfolio 

  Asset Class           Min Target         Max

Global Public Equity 40% 47% 49%

U.S. Treasury and Agency Bonds 51% 53% 60%

Total 100% 

Benchmark: 47% MSCI ACW, 53% M-L 3-5 U.S. Treasury/Agency Index

EXHIBITS

2 «  EXHIBIT 2

Exhibit 2 – Associations’ Planned Giving Program continued

USNAF CA CGA Portfolio

  Asset Class Min Target Max

Global Public Equity 40% 47% 49%

U.S. Treasury and Agency Bonds 51% 53% 60%

Total 100% 

Benchmark: 47% MSCI ACW, 53% M-L 3-5 U.S. Treasury/Agency Index

Planned Giving Program exhibit approved by the Joint Investment Committee on ___8/8/2017____
Date
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Legacy Foundation Account Portfolio

  Asset Class Benchmark Min Target Max

Equity MSCI All Country World Index 55% 60% 80%

Fixed Income Barclays Capital Aggregate Index 20% 40% 45%

Total 100%

Associations Short Term Accounts Portfolio

  Asset Class Benchmark Min Target Max

Cash or Cash Equivalents1 91 Day Treasury Bills 0%  TBD 100%

Timed Deposit Certificates1 None 0%   TBD 100%

Total 100%

Exhibit 3 – Associations’ Special Investments Program

Haerlin Memorial Account Portfolio

  Asset Class Benchmark Min Target Max

Equity MSCI All Country World Index     55% 60% 80%

Fixed Income1 Barclays Capital Aggregate Index 20% 40% 45%

Cash or Cash Equivalents1 91 Day Treasury Bills 0% 0% 10%

Total 100%
1The cash level will vary depending upon the payout needs for scholarships.

EXHIBITS

1 «  EXHIBIT 3

1The allocation between amount in cash equivalents and the amount in time deposit certificates will vary over 
time and will be determined by the Comptroller based on perating cash flow factors and the short term funding 
needs of the Naval Academy.
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit 3 – Associations’ Special Investments Program continued

2 «  EXHIBIT 3

Class Savings Accounts Portfolio

  Asset Class Benchmark Min Target Max

Cash or Cash Equivalents 91 Day Treasury Bills 10% 25% 100%

Timed Deposit Certificates None 0% 75% 90%

Total 100%

Special Investments Program exhibit approved by the Joint Investment Committee on 2/13/2018.
 Date
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CHANGE LOG

1 «  CHANGE LOG

Added new Special Investment when Alumni Association accepted 
limited partnership interests in six CA real estate limited partnerships 
from the  estate of an alumnus.

Special 
Investments 
Program 
Attachment

5/17/2007        Exhibit 2            JIC approved asset allocation changes to the Planned Giving Growth, 
             Conservative, Balanced and USNAF CA CGA Portfolios.

6/30/2007

11/15/2007      Exhibit 2 JIC approved an increase in the max range of the fixed income for the
             USNAF CA CGA Portfolio from 55% to 60%.

2/21/2008        Exhibit 1 JIC approved combining the US Stock and Non-US Stock asset classes 
             into one Global Stock asset class.

2/21/2008        Exhibit 2 JIC approved reducing Min allocation to High Yield from 1% to 0% 
           in the three Planned Giving Portfolios.  JIC also approved new 

             USNA AA CA CGA allocation that meets CA statutes.

2/21/2008        Exhibit 3            JIC approved use of Treasury bonds in Bowman portfolio, revising   
Association Short Term allocation to include short term investments 

           with maturities of 2 years and less and the deletion of the SERP allocation 
             table to accommodate the change in plans from DB to DC.  

5/2/2008          Core Portfolio Both boards approved 1) adding footnote to Section E that provides  
historical background on Hirtle Callaghan PE III and IV, 2) adding to 

   Section E risk monitoring provisions regarding undisclosed managers.  

5/2/2008     Planned Giving  Both boards approved wording changes so that CA Insurance Code 
Portfolio investment requirements are applicable to all USNA AA/F CA CGAs and 

   some editorial corrections.

5/2/2008 Special Both boards approved 1) moving the CA Real Estate Limited Partnerships 
Investments description from the Special Investment Policy Attachment to the   

Special Investments section, 2) modifying the investment description for  
the SERP accounts due to their conversion from DB to DC type plans,  
and 3) replacing “very short-term” with “maturities of 2 years or less” for 

   the Associations Short Term Accounts.

3/5/2009          Exhibit 1            JIC approved reduction of the minimum allowance exposure to the 
           Absolute Return asset class to 0% and increase of the permissible 

             maximum allowance exposure to the inflation linked bonds asset class to 20%.

3/5/2009          Exhibit 2           JIC approved addition of the two new asset allocation tables for main 
           CGA portfolio and supplemental CGA portfolio. JIC also approved 
           new equity allocation for the Planned Giving Program portfolios to   

             improve diversification.

3/5/2009  Exhibit 3            JIC approved the new asset allocation for the Lee trust portfolio.  JIC also 
           approved new asset allocation to accurately reflect the savings vehicles       

             used for the class savings accounts.  

Change Log

  Date Section Description of Change

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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5/1/2009          Special Both boards approved replacing the words “Senior Executive Retirement
                        Investments Plan Accounts” with “Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan Accounts.”
  
9/17/2009 Core Portfolio Reflected enactment of Maryland Uniform Prudent Management of 
  Institutional Funds Act.

2/2/2010  Exhibit 1 JIC approved asset allocation changes to the Core Portfolio to increase 
emergining market equity exposure and expand allocation to 

  inflation-linked bonds (TIPS).

2/25/2010 Exhibit 2

11/17/2011  Exhibit 1-3

1/13/2012  IPS

2/26/2013  Exhibit 1-3

5/3/2013  IPS

2/25/2014  Exhibit 1-3

5/2/2014  
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CHANGE LOG

2 «  CHANGE LOG

Change Log

  Date Section Description of Change

 _____________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

JIC approved asset allocation change to the Planned Giving Portfolio to  
add two asset classes in the Fixed Income Category. The change will allow 
investing in a Short-Term Bond Fund and or a TIPS Bond Fund for risk  
control purpose.

JIC approved 1) updating the asset class returns and the risk parameters 
of Exhibit 1, 2) simplifying the Exhibit 2 benchmarks, 3) eliminating the 
sub-asset class categories within the equity asset classes of Exhibit 2, 4) 
adding a real assets sub-asset class category within the Exhibit 2 
Alternative asset class, and 5) increased the upper equity range for the 
Haerlin Memorial and Legacy Foundation accounts to 70%. 

As a result of the annual review of the IPS, the boards approved a 
number of changes to the IPS. Most were editorial or administrative in 
nature. Two noteworthy changes were 1) eliminating enhancing
purchasing power as a return objective for the core and planned gift 
portfolios and 2) granting the JIC the authority to purchase derivatives 
directly as needed to mitigate risk.

JIC approved 1) Updating the Asset Class Returns and the Risk Parameters 
of Exhibit 1. 2) Deleting the Fixed Income Portfolio and Minor Benchmark 
changes in Exhibit 2. 3) Deleting the Lee Trust Portfolio and Minor
Benchmark changes in Exhibit 3.

As a result of the annual review of the IPS, the boards approved a 
number of changes to the IPS. Most were editorial or administrative in 
nature. 

JIC approved 1) Updating the Exhibit 1 Asset Class Returns and Risk 
Parameters.  2) Raising the upper limit on Other Hedging Assets from 
10% to 20% and changing the referenced PE benchmark to MSCI World 
Index.  3) Revising the upper and lower ranges for some asset classes 
in Exhibit 2.  3) Raising the upper equity range and lowering the fixed 
income range on the Haerlin and Legacy Foundation accounts and 
changing the asset allocation of the Associations Short Term Accounts 
Portfolio within Exhibit 3.

Boards approved  a change so that the Associations’ Short Term Account 
portfolio requirements are stated in Exhibit 3. 
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2/23/2015        Exhibits 1-3  JIC approved 1) Updating the Exhibit 1 Asset Class Returns and Risk  
Parameters.   2) Adjusting Core Portfolio targets for Public Equity, High  
Yield, TIPS, TIPS Breakeven and Cash Equivalent as well as max range for 
cash equivalents and conventional bonds. 3) New allocation tables and  
benchmarks for the planned giving portfolios and 4) Modified the  

  benchmarks for the RBC Haerlin and Legacy accounts. 
 
2/23/2016 Exhibit 1 
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JIC approved Replacing the current Total Return, Inflation Hedging, 
Deflation Hedges and All-Purpose Hedges framework along with the sub-
asset classes with three asset categories:  Equity Oriented Assets, Diversifying 
Strategies and Fixed Income. Set new target weights and ranges for these 
new asset categories and adopted  new segment benchmarks for the three 
new asset categories and the MAF Constructed Index as the Policy Portfolio 
benchmark.

Boards approved following changes to Special Investments section:  
1) Deletion of Matrix Partnership and Jackson Family Partnership,
2) Addition of Private Company Stock and Midshipman Investment

 club sections._____________________________________________________________________________
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5/2/2017  Exhibit 1 JIC approved changes to set new target weights and ranges for Equity
Oriented Assets and Diversifying Strategies.  Also updated asset class 
returns and risk parameters 

 _____________________________________________________________________________
12/7/2017 IPS Boards approved change to update the boundary conditions of the 

Core Portfolio policy to reflect operational spending is now done on a 
total return methodology.  

 _____________________________________________________________________________
5/11/2018 IPS Boards approved change to replace Chief Financial Officer/CFO 

with Vice President Finance & Administration/VPFA and deletion of 
Bowman Scholar Account from Special Investments section as that 
endowment is now in Core Portfolio.  2/13/2018 JIC approved 
deletion of Bowman Scholar Account asset allocation.
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